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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

DARWIN’S WORLD

Darwin’s World is a role-playing game set in the wild inhospitable world of mankind’s ruin, decades after a series of devastating wars that brought the human race to the brink of extinction. In a world where radiation altered the very course of nature, mankind ceased to exist in its current form. Mutations and genetic variations are the edge separating a species from life and death.

In Darwin’s World, only the fit shall survive!

THE TIME LINE

Darwin's World is set in an alternate reality, a world where certain historical events did not occur, and where others did. In Darwin’s World, it all began at the close of World War II...

1945. World War II effectively ends with the detonation of the two atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. America, and much of the war-torn Western world, rejoices at the end of the long hard struggle for liberation. 1946-1952. Years of Regrowth. After World War II, the United States reverts to its isolationist policies, withdrawing from the rest of the world, which is desperately trying to rebuild after the war. During this period, the government of the United States tries to maintain a false facade through the years - the nuclear family, baseball and “Leave It To Beaver”, good old Yankees, etc. Life at home becomes detached - no one knows Big Brother is twisting the truth about the outside world. Outside of America, the nations of the world are only slowly rebuilding, as countless minor wars are sparked over resources, division of the defeated German state, etc. Without America’s presence (for better or worse) in world politics, the course of history proceeds down a much different path. A growing spite and jealousy of the average American’s naivety and splendid way of life is felt by most foreign nations, who during this period live in absolute squallor and oppression.

1953-1973. Years of Bliss. Isolated America grows in strange new ways; advanced in some, dwarfed in others. Technology advances at a phenomenal rate, but a dwarfed, insular culture shapes all products (it takes over 50 years for the culture of America to progress from the 40s to the 50s, though technology has advanced in leaps and bounds). Although the technology of the world has reached futuristic proportions, everything has a distinct “aged” cast to it. America clings desperately to the “good-old days”, forever seeking to live in the bliss of its war victories and economic abundance.

1974-1999. The growing industry of the insulated United States, combined with the massively-pollutive industries of the fragmented world outside, begin to take their effect. The loss of much of the world ozone layer forces the creation of biodomes, entire domed cities, and underground shelters across the country as part of a growing national program for preserving the American way of life for future generations to come. Though largely inhabited at first by groups seeking to “start anew”, these domed cities and shelters soon become home to larger and larger populations as the ecology gets progressively worse.

2000-2010. Years of Entropy (“when things begin to break down”). America’s self-interest and exceedingly naive way of life draws the envy of nations devastated during WWII and in the many foreign wars following that nightmarish war. As a result, America is invaded by a coalition of nations, including a Purist-Regrowth Germany, Neo-Imperial England, and the Great Communist Union of Asia. Nuclear war ensues as America struggles to contain, then eradicate, the menace to their dreamy world. Millions of Americans retreat to the fallout shelters, domed cities, and other long-term retreats, hoping to wait out the war in their relatively safe isolation. Those communities already in isolation fight to retain their identity and individualism; many seal themselves in deliberately to avoid the masses of refugees. Civilization breaks down.

2011 and beyond. Massive biological and chemical strikes waged by both sides during the Last War devastate the ecology worldwide. Continued and escalating nuclear exchange causes unexpected earthquakes and subtle, then drastic climatic changes. The gradual rise in world temperature causes the polar ice caps to slowly deteriorate, flooding massive areas of the earth in the coming years. Many domed cities along the coasts are soon destroyed in tidal waves. Earthquakes caused by colossal nuclear strikes decimate cities and entire regions. Many underground fallout shelters are simply swallowed by the
earth. Those few secured shelters are now totally cut off from one another. Those hiding out within the complexes, afraid to emerge, remain within. As a result, many progress in strange directions - some advance, some crumble; some pockets give themselves over to hedonistic ways in their underground safety, while others wait quietly for the day they will return to the surface world.

The Present ... No one knows how long it has been since the fall of the “Ancients” - it could have been ten years ago, or over two hundred. No one is left to tell the tale. Although mankind’s weapons didn’t finish the job of exterminating the race directly, their lingering effects essentially did. The ruined world, unable to support mankind any longer, lets the race dwindle like a withered grape on a parched vine. The world is no longer man’s domain. Those men and women who failed to reach the domes and fallout shelters are now long gone, their children having mutated over the generations, creating the various wild mutant races that now roam the earth.

A PHYSICAL OVERVIEW

Massive weapons of destruction - including but not limited to thermonuclear devices - were used in the final wars of mankind. These had the most immediate effect at first, devastating entire cities and states, not only igniting massive fires that burned for weeks but also spreading radiated clouds across the entire planet. This radiation would kill much of the life around the areas of impact, and retard or cause the eventual cancer-death of those even hundreds of miles from the impact areas.

Bioagents also played a role, being most effective after the nuclear strikes as humans (whose white blood cell count was drastically cut due to radiation poisoning) became weak and frail. The radiation also had the unfortunate side effect of mutating the biological strains used against each side, making their control impossible. New and deadly plagues ran rampant, killing millions on both sides.

Chemical weapons were likely the least effective, but played their role as well, poisoning natural resources (the rivers that the homeless ran to for shelter and nourishment from the radiation fever were undoubtedly stricken with chemical poisons that turned their innards to mush in minutes). These chemicals, like radiation (and the lingering effect of mutated bioagents) still remain as pollutants in Darwin’s World.

Nuclear detonations also served to literally blow holes in the atmosphere, incinerating moisture in the air and tearing entire rings in the ozone layer. Areas where more nukes were concentrated resulted in larger holes in the ozone, which further added to the ending of life in these areas and the mutation of what few beings managed to
The increased UV radiation permeating the planet’s ecosystem from the countless nuclear holes caused a diminishing of most plant life, turning the world into a vast desert with little or no diversity. The elimination of the vast forests and plains allowed the hot high winds (the temperature having increased geometrically with each cluster of nuclear strikes) to ravage the land, carrying dust and sand with them. Soon, almost the entire world was buried in shifting, radiated dust carried by continent-spanning sandstorms.

The UV (and the chemical) effect also served to destroy the fragile marine ecosystem of the planet, and the first “species” to suffer near total extinction were phytoplankton of all kinds. The result - a vast reduction in the oxygen recycling capability of the planet.

With an increased worldwide climatic temperature, numerous holes in the ozone layer, the destruction (by fire and radiation) of almost all the world’s forests and phytoplankton, Darwin’s World can sustain only a heavy, sparse oxygen climate. This increased temperature also resulted in a worldwide diminishing of moisture, which dissipated the once ocean-covered surface to a handful of smaller poisoned seas which were forced to retreat to the lowest altitudes of the planet’s surface. Evaporated water was not held in by the thinned and weakened atmospheric gravity, allowing minute quantities to escape into space over the decades. Former coastlines became the frontiers of vast deserts, and the seas that once provided life and sustenance are slowly vanishing over the decades, leaving only dry brittle sand in their wake.

All sorts of strange life forms have arisen in the aftermath of the great apocalypse nonetheless. The drastic mutative effects of gamma and ultraviolet radiations, as well as mutated bioagents, have created vast aberrancies in man and animal. Mental diminishing and physical mutation seem most common, especially as survival has come to rely mostly on strength and the ability to thrive in the hostile clime of desert and ruin. The population of the world (the very size of which brought about their own downfall) is now drastically reduced - war, plague, and poisoned environs reduced the world population to 1/100 of its former size. The sterility caused by radiation has further helped to ensure all life is dwindling, and dwindling fast. Although every generation at least one “breeder” is born, their ability to reproduce and restock the populace is unable to cope with the threats and hazards of the world climate. It is truly a dying planet.

**CORE RULE CHANGES**

In Darwin’s World, there are a few changes to the core rules that better suit a more futuristic environment. The most notable changes to the basic format include:

- Race dictates the “breeding” of a basically human survivor in the wasteland. Race determines the number of mutations and defects a character can (or must) choose.
- Character background (“origins”) provides ability adjustments, instead of race, as well as starting money.
- Character classes are more ideally suited for a post-holocaust setting. The basic classes are Guardian, Raider, Scav, Thinker, and Trader.
- A number of “prestige” classes unique to the Twisted Earth’s communities and setting have been included to give new players ideas of what exclusive groups and societies this world has to offer. These classes are contained in the *Denizens of the Twisted Earth* supplement.
- A few new skills have been added, a few others phased out.
- A few new feats have been added.
- Instead of magic items and spells, characters in this much less magical world have the opportunity to find and utilize fantastic objects of futuristic technology – laser weapons, plasma cannons, electronic gadgets, suits of powered armor, and batteries of non-magical drugs, chemicals, and explosives.

Combat rules have been altered only slightly from those specified in the Core Rules for futuristic campaigns. These adaptations are only suggestions, but basically claim the following:

- Basic weapons presented in the Core Rules are all *Simple Weapons*. This is done to better suit the basic format of the future-world, which puts stronger emphasis on more advanced weaponry.
- Modern-era weapons (such as firearms) are *Martial Weapons*.
- Advanced weapons (plasmas, lasers, etc) are *Exotic Weapons*.

In addition, certain weapons in these rules are categorized as *Normal, Automatic, or Rapid-Fire*. Specific rules apply to these special forms of weaponry.

- Unless specified, reloading any firearm or advanced weapon is a standard action.
- *Normal weapons* can, unless otherwise specified, attack more than once per round if the user has the ability to make multiple attacks.
- *Automatic weapons* permit the user to make an additional attack at her highest attack bonus, as if possessing the Two-Weapon Fighting feat (no modifier to the attack roll).
- *Rapid-fire weapons* permit the user to make two additional attacks at her highest attack bonus, as if possessing the Improved Two-Weapon Fighting feat (no modifier to the attack roll).